AGENDA

1. Consider Adoption of its 2021 Fall National Meeting Minutes —Director Eric Dunning (NE)  Attachment One

2. Hear a Presentation on How Cyber/Wire Fraud Cases Referred by Title/Settlement Agents Are Handled at the Virginia Bureau of Insurance —Chuck Myers (VA)  Attachment Two

3. Discuss Closing Protection Letters (CPLs)
   A. Hear a Presentation on CPL Language, Including Exclusions Found in Some States—Paul Hammon (First American Title Insurance Company)  Attachment Three
   B. Discuss How CPLs Are Used in Louisiana and Ohio From a Statutory and Regulatory Standpoint—Warren Byrd (LA) and Michelle Rafeld (OH)  Attachment Four

4. Discuss its 2022 Work Plan—Director Eric Dunning (NE)  Attachment Five
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